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Public Welfare Undertakings
Xinyi Glass has been conscientiously fulfilling its social responsibilities, and has made continuous efforts for
constructing energy-conservation and environmental-friendly space with customers and partners, so as to
make people live a conformable life and maintain the sustainable development of the society.

As a member of the local community, Xinyi always insists on the concept of repaying the society, and
plays an active role in public welfare undertakings, building of the Hope Primary Schools and setting of
public welfare fund and has made positive contributions to the public welfare, education, disaster relief
and environmental protection in a practical way.

With great contributions to the society, the Group has won several titles of honor and awards, including
the title of “Humen Education Supporter” granted by Dongguan Humen government, the “Most Caring
Enterprise Award” granted by Shenzhen Spiritual Civilization Construction Commission, “Outstanding
Contribution Award for Credit Construction 2007” granted by Shenzhen Credit Union and “Public Welfare
Honor Award” granted by Hong Kong Public Welfare Committee.

Green Action
With worsening natural environment and aggravating climate change, the world's sustainable development
is facing a huge challenge.

Xinyi Glass has made continuous efforts for constructing energy-conservation and environmental-friendly
space so as to make people live a conformable life and maintain the sustainable development of the
society. Based on scientific attitude, advanced technology, superior quality and rigorous management,
Xinyi has finished the “gas instead of oil” project, introduced the safe and clean fuel – natural gas,
improving people’s living quality and optimizing urban environment. The Group stands on the height of
society prospective, and has been working hard to create green life. To meet the requirements of the
state on energy-conservation and consumption reduction, Xinyi Glass built pure low temperature waste
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heat power generation stations in Dongguan and Jiangmen successively, committed to realizing the winwin in enterprise values and social values.

Xinyi Glass keeps pace with the development steps of low-carbon economy closely, and has made new
innovations after another in development of green products to promote the popularization of energyconservation and environmental-friendly concepts. All our products are energy-conservation ones meeting
the social needs, for instance, the building glass was selected as low-carbon energy-conservation product
by Shanghai Expo China Pavilion, Xinyi SOLAR-X heat-reflecting automobile glass is currently the sole
energy-conservation glass patent product in China and Xinyi is also one of the largest and most
competitive PV glass manufacturers in the world.
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